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Abstract
Motivation. Genomics and proteomics of cancer are well established: more than 100 SURWRRQFRJHQHV can become
RQFRJHQHV due to an alteration acquired by means of mutagen cancerogen agents. The expressed RQFRSURWHLQ is
qualitatively different with respect to the original SURWRRQFRSURWHLQ and induces the cellular transformation.
This process can be related to inactivated RQFRVXSSUHVVRUV: more than 30 RQFRVXSSUHVVRUV are known. When the
genome mutation expresses altered oncosuppressors, the apoptotic process is inhibited, the oncoprotein concentration
becomes high and the cellular growth and proliferation uncontrolled.
In general, mutant proteins with functional aberrations show structural and dynamical alterations. In this framework, the
study of the protein folding process and of folded proteins of cancerogenesis plays a crucial role.
In this work we have considered the D0RWLI domain of the S oncosuppressor which presents a 57-aminoacid
structure characterized by five D-helices and the 6K6K domain of the fusion oncoprotein %FU$EOwith 163 residues
in a complex structure.
Method. The protein folding process has been simulated through a well-constructed calculation procedure, which uses,
in succession, the software PRIMARIA, PROTEO, HP-PDB, HYPERCHEM 7.5, AMBER 7 and VMD 1.8.2.
The developed 5HQRUPDOL]HG3URWHLQ)ROGLQJ procedure starts with the macromolecule HP model, at a ORZUHVROXWLRQor
at an enough large scale to neglect the chain molecular details. For such a simplified system it is possible to perform an
efficient JOREDO RSWLPL]DWLRQ through the PROTEO 0RQWH &DUOR6LPXODWHG $QQHDOLQJ. Then, through a scale
transformation by means of HP-PDB, we come back to the KLJKUHVROXWLRQmodel with the correct molecular details in
the found optimal structure. Such a structure is relaxed and refined in the subsequent steps through ORFDORSWLPL]DWLRQ
techniques The goodness of the result is estimated by the ILWWLQJ degree between the simulated structures and the
experimental one, minimizing the UPVG (URRW PHDQ VTXDUH GHYLDWLRQ) of the Cartesian coordinate sets. The final
structure represents an ideal starting point to Molecular Dynamics Simulations of the folded protein.
Results. The folding of the D0RWLI domain of the p73 oncosuppressor has been successfully simulated. Nevertheless,
even in the case of the complex tertiary structure of the 6K6K domain,the procedure has given satisfactory results.
The adopted renormalized procedure, which allows the transformation from the high to the small scale, worked
satisfactorily: the structures generated by the simplified models have been essentially retained and relaxed during the
subsequent step of 0ROHFXODU0RGHOLQJ. The fitting of the produced structures with the native ones gave UPVG < 7 or 15
Å for the VRIW or KDUG target, respectively, improving the performance of similar DELQLWLR methods.
Conclusions. The 5HQRUPDOL]HG 3URWHLQ )ROGLQJ procedures join successfully the JOREDO RSWLPL]DWLRQ of simplified
models, renormalization and ORFDO RSWLPL]DWLRQ and Molecular Dynamics of elaborate models of the resulting
structures. Although the protein global conformation is well reproduced (according to the values of the gyration radius)
the simulated structures are poor of secondary structures. The final optimization and Molecular dynamics step in
aqueous solution of the produced structures, although do not substantially modify the picture, seem to induce the
formation of the missing secondary structures.
Availability. http://amber.scripps.edu/, http://www.hyper.com/, http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/
Keywords. Simulated Annealing; Monte Carlo; Molecular Dynamics, HP Models, Self-Avoiding Walk, Protein
Folding; Oncoproteins; Oncosuppressor.
Abbreviations and notations
p73, SD0RWLI Domain
RPF, 5HQRUPDOL]HG3URWHLQ)ROGLQJ

Abl, %FU$EO6K6K Domain
Rmsd, URRWPHDQVTXDUHGHYLDWLRQ
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1 INTRODUCTION
Oncoproteins and Oncosuppressors is subject of an extensive Molecular Modeling research. For
example, the complex activation-disactivation 6UF mechanism has been described. The inactive
form is tightly folded on itself, while, the active form is extended and makes accessible the kinase
active site. A large motion, through a flexible sequence, interconverts the two conformations. In the
mutant protein the only accessible conformation is the activated one. 

(from http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/molecules/pdb43_1.html)
The S oncosuppressor structure-function relation has been in-depth studied. It is a flexible protein
with the central tetramerization domain which holds together the four identical proteic arms with
the transactivation domain complexing DNA, inhibiting its expression. In the mutant form the
chelating activity is inactivated.
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(from http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/molecules/pdb31_1.html)

Schematizing, in the whole the oncoprotein activation and the oncosuppressor inactivation makes
the transforming cellule DFDUZLWKWKHDFFHOHUDWRUDOZD\VSXVKHGDQGWKHEUDNHEURNHQ
We have verified that the 6K domain presents significant conformational changes on passing from
the $EO proto-oncoprotein (pdb id 1AB2, left), to the %FU$EO fusion oncoprotein (2ABL, right), due
to allosteric long-range interactions, although the 6K primary structure is unvaried.
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In such a framework the simulations of the SURWHLQIROGLQJ for the cancerogenesis proteins plays a
crucial role in individuating the system structural and dynamical features, especially in those cases
(and they are the most) where the tertiary structure is unknown.
In this work we have considered the D0RWLI domain of the p73 oncosuppressor which represents a
VRIWWDUJHW with the 57 amonoacid sequence characterized only by five D-helices and the 6K6K
domain of the %FU$EO fusion oncoprotein which represents a KDUG WDUJHW with 163 residues,
organized in a complex structure.
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2 METHODS and SOFTWARE
The protein folding process was simulated through an elaborate calculation procedure which uses,
in succession, the software PRIMARIA, PROTEO, HP-PDB, HYPERCHEM 7.5, AMBER 7 and VMD 1.8.2.
The flow-chart in Fig. 1 shows the algorithm of the procedure, called 5HQRUPDOL]HG 3URWHLQ
)ROGLQJ53).
PRIMARIA prepares the HP file

Monte Carlo-Simulated Annealing
procedures,
with the software PROTEO

Saving HP structure obtained
at the end of Simulated Annealing

Production of an animation, by VMD

Saving HP structure of minimum energy,
sampled during Simulated Annealing

Solvation and renormalization
of HP structure 
and preparation of the pdb file
using the software HP-PDB

Optimization by HYPERCHEM
of partially solvated or not structures,
obtained by HP-PDB

Aqueous solution optimization
using AMBER in parallel architecture

Molecular Dynamics simulations in aqueous solution,
using AMBER in parallel architecture

Optimization of the isolated structure,
using AMBER in parallel architecture

UPVGfitting,
using VMD and
HYPERCHEM

Production of an animation, by VMD

Fig. 1 5HQRUPDOL]HG3URWHLQ)ROGLQJ 53) flow chart.
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In such a procedure, one starts from the ORZUHVROXWLRQ macromolecular model, i.e. from an enough
observation scale to be able to neglect the system molecular details. For such a simplified system it
is possible to perform an efficient JOREDO RSWLPL]DWLRQ through the 0RQWH &DUOR6LPXODWHG
$QQHDOLQJ procedure. Then, through a scale transformation, one comes back to the KLJKUHVROXWLRQ
model, which represents correctly the molecular details and keeps the found optimal structure. Such
a structure is refined in the subsequent steps through ORFDO RSWLPL]DWLRQ techniques. Lastly, the
goodness of the result is estimated from the degree of ILWWLQJ between the calculated structure and
the experimental one.
According to Wolynes, the protein folding is comparable to a phase transition. These problems are
characterized by a multiplicity of scale lengths i.e. in correspondence of the critical point a large
spectrum of correlations does exist, from short-range (among close residues) to long-range (among
far residues). The developed strategy is analogue, in sense, to the transformation, called
UHQRUPDOL]DWLRQ JURXS proposed by Wilson and Kadanoff in the study of the phase transitions,
therefore 5HQRUPDOL]HG3URWHLQ)ROGLQJ. In this sense, the approach is not reductionistic-like in that
one starts from a system global representation and comes back to a local one.
Let us examine in detail the procedure. PRIMARIA transforms the primary structure of the SGE file of
a protein of 3URWHLQ'DWD%DQN in the HP binary sequence used by PROTEO. The software uses the
lipophilicity values of the aminoacid residues tabulated by Kyte and Doolittle and assigns the H
(+\GURSKRELF) or the P (3RODU) code, in correspondence of positive or negative values, respectively.
Nevertheless, for close to 0 values (as in the glycine case, 0.4) it is possible to in autonomous way,
for the H or P code.
PROTEO, previously developed by Villani and Cascone, is a program which simulates the protein
folding according to the Dill HP binary representation, by means of a simulated annealing
technique. The protein chain is modeled on a periodic lattice as Self-Avoiding Walk of H or P
residues-particles with nearest-neighbor interactions: only nonbonded H residues, which are in
adjacent sites, contribute with an energy value (contact energy H) to the system free energy, which
considers the solvent effects. The simulated annealing is performed through a succession of Monte
Carlo calculations at lower and lower temperatures, starting from an enough high value. In PROTEO,
the protein chain is gradually constructed by adding a portion with a residue at a time, as the
temperature is lowered. Critical parameters of the procedure are the cooling rate and the chain
growth rate, determined by FKDLQ JURZQ WHPSHUDWXUH 7F at which the chain construction is
terminated. The flow-chart in Fig. 2 shows the PROTEO algorithm.
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Start

Reading
primary structure

All residues
set P: NH = 0

Reading
T0 and Tf values

i=i+1

Refreshing Ti

SAW construction and
energy calculation

Monte Carlo-Metropolis
selection criterion

Is it necessary
to construct another SAW?

Yes

No
Ti + 1 = D· Ti
Yes

Tc reached?

No

Tf reached?

Yes

No

No

Does the chain
need to be lengthened?

End

Yes

NH = NH + 1

Fig. 2 PROTEO flow chart. 7 and 7I are the starting and the final temperatures of the DQQHDOLQJ
procedure, 7F the FKDLQJURZQWHPSHUDWXUH, i.e. the temperature at which the chain construction is
terminated and 1+ the number of the H residues in the growing chain.
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At the end of each run, PROTEO individuates an optimal structure, which we will indicate as KS, and
the sampled one at the lowest energy, that we will indicate as PLQKS, that can be different with
respect to the final one.
The HP models, though simplified, represent the protein in aqueous solution. In fact, the lattice sites
non-occupied by the macromolecule are implicitly considered as occupied by water. Then, the
interface software HP-PDB, adds to the protein structure obtained by PROTEO, solvation water shells
in an explicit way, preparing the structure for the subsequent step of molecular modeling. Each
hydration shell is constructed occupying the empty sites adjacent to the residues (for the first shell)
or to the waters (for the following shells), through water molecules represented at this step by the
oxygen atom alone. Moreover, the structure is enlarged by multiplying the system coordinates for a
suitable scale factor, in order that the the introduction of the molecular details do not cause
prohibited overlaps and the water molecules are not located at too large distances. This is the
renormalization phase of the molecular system. In particular, the lattice is dimensioned in A and a
scale factor [ is resulted as a good compromise in order to the distance between adjacent sites take
into account of both the dimension of the peptide unit (two following CD in a polypeptide chain are
distant about 3.85 Å) and the coordination of the hydration shells (oxygens or oxygen-nitrogen
bonded by hydrogen-bond are distant about 3 Å).
To substitute the HP particle with the subsequent complete residue specified by the primary
structure, HP-PDB uses a reference SGE file of the considered protein, and builds a new SGE file of
the protein in the conformation determined by PROTEO. First of all, the CD of each aminoacid are replaced in the corresponding HP chain sites. Then, the remaining residue atoms (excluding
hydrogens) are submitted to the same translation, following the corresponding CD. This procedure is
performed calculating the differences 'T between the coordinates TPDB of CD in the reference SGE
file and the THP ones of the corresponding residue in the PROTEO file. Then, the new coordinates
4PDB are obtained subtracting such a difference to the TPDB coordinates of each atom in the
considered residue:
'T = TPDB – THP
4PDB = TPDB – 'T
The obtained structure is hydrogenated and optimized in
reported in Fig. 3.

HYPERCHEM.

The

HP-PDB

algorithm is
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Start

Reading HP file

Dilatation of HP structure

Reading PDB file

Repositioning CD:
QCD = qHP

Repositioning each other atom:
'q = qCD - qHP
QPDB = qPDB - 'q

Do water molecules
need to be added?

Yes

Adding 1, 2 or 3
hydration shells

No
End

Fig. 3 HP-PDBflow chart
Structures with- or without hydration shells have been optimized through the $PEHUIRUFHILHOG.
The final structures, that we will call as partially hydrated, deprived of the solvation shells, have
been compared with the reference crystallographic structure. The match has been quantified in
HYPERCHEM and VMD through a ILWWLQJ procedure of the two structures, minimizing the UPVG (URRW
PHDQVTXDUHGHYLDWLRQ) of the Cartesian coordinate Q and Q0 sets, either considering all the system
atoms
1/ 2

2
31
UPVG= ª« ¦1 Qi - Q0i / 31 º»

¬

¼

or limiting to those of the main chain.
The structure which showed the best agreement was fully optimized in AMBER 7. A final structure
was obtained at a severe convergence level (the energy gradient UPV lower than 10-4 kcalmol-1 Å -1,
using more than 50,000 optimization cycles). Moreover, the protein in dilute aqueous solution using
thousands water molecules. The system was optimized, applying the boundary periodic conditions.
Also in this case, the fitting with the crystallographic structure and the optimal UPVG calculated.
The procedure was carried out on Pentium 4 PCs running under Windows NT and XP and in serial
and parallel architecture on the IBM 3RZHU  and 3RZHU  CASPUR machines (borneo.caspur.it
and man.caspur.it). The NAG or IMSL libraries for the generation of the random numbers were
used. Graphics and animations were elaborated by HYPERCHEM and VMD.
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The folding of p73 oncosuppressor
As a model for our analysis of oncosuppressors protein folding, we have chosen the p73 0RWLI
domain (which we will indicate as p73 for the sake of brevity) due to the simplicity and peculiarity
of its native structure characterized solely by five Dhelices. This kind of protein is particularly
suitable to the IROGLQJ modeling studies either because it possesses only a kind of secondary
structure or because D-helices are those forming faster during the folding. Moreover, p73 has a
small length primary structure with 80 residues, of which we will consider a 57 residue partial
structure (from VI to LXII residue) according to the known crystallographic structure, codified as
1DXS in the 3URWHLQ'DWD%DQN and reported in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 p73 structure (1DXS) in which the 5 Dhelices are evidenced, elaborated by VMD.

According to Dill's HP model used in PROTEO, the chain is codified as a binary sequence H (1) and
P (0). Nevertheless, since glycine has a practically amphiphilic, ERUGHUOLQH between H and P,
character, and being the code binary, in our calculations it has been alternatively considered either
H or P. In one case the H residues are 33, in the other 26.
As previously, PROTEO produces correctly micellar, compact and globular structures, with a polar
surface and a hydrophobic core: these are fundamental requirements of HP models. As said, the p73
known crystallographic structure concerns 57 out of the 80 total residues. Nevertheless, in PROTEO
the whole primary structure has been considered and only in the subsequent step the partial
9
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structure of interest has been extracted. In such a way possible spurious effects of the chain end
portions have been eliminated.
Through PROTEO, fourteen accurate simulations have been carried out, in which the calculation
conditions have been suitably varied. In particular, in all the conduced simulated annealiQJ
1L=3,219 temperature changes have been performed, starting from the initial temperature 7L=1000 K
up to the final one 7I=200 K according to the iterative schedule:
7Q D7Q

with D=0.9995

As said, a critical parameter of the PROTEO strategy is the temperature 7F at which the protein chain
growth is complete. In the performed simulations 7F has been varied from 400 to 850 K that
correspond to slow or fast growth, respectively.
At each temperature a long Monte Carlo calculation is carried out, in which a succession of 10&
conformations is generated. The final outcome and the computing time depend upon 10& that has
been varied from 50,000 to 100,000.
In PROTEO the system free energy (proportional to the contact number 1F), the HQGWRHQG square
distance and the gyration radius, that have been sampled in an equidistributed way, have been
estimated. For the gyration radius 5J only the CDhave been considered to use the theorem of
Lagrange referred to particles with equal mass and that requires only the interatomic distances ULM:
5J

>

(Q  1) 2 ¦¦ ULM
L

M !L

2

@

1/ 2

Then, either the final structure or the minimum energy structure sampled during the simulations
have been used in the renormalization step.
For the optimization step through HYPERCHEM, the solvated structure with two hydration water
shells has been prepared. In all cases the fitting of the calculated structures with the experimental
one has been performed and the UPVGcalculated either referred only to the backbone or to the whole
protein structure, including the side groups.
Lastly, in AMBER the lowest obtained UPVG partially optimized structure has been wholly solvated in
a thousand water box, applying the boundary periodic conditions and fully optimized. The $PEHU
IRUFHILHOGhas been used. Also in these cases the UPVG with respect to the experimental structure
has been calculated of the final structures.
The obtained results are reported in Table I and Figs. 5-9. As it can be inferred from Table I more
than half simulations that were performed gave reasonably low UPVG, lower than 10 Å, and the best
result gave the values 6.7-8.0 Å, in agreement with the optimal literature results for p73 comparable
sized proteins. It is worthy noting that the size group fitting does not alter significantly the result.
In our SURWHLQ IROGLQJ method information of the native known structure are not used, as the
secondary structures, the disulfur bonds and the gyration radius. Although an improvement of the
prediction is in a continuos progress, the obtainment of the correct folding is still very difficult
especially using DE LQLWLR methods. A UPVG value of about 6 Å for CD between the simulated
structure and the experimental one is judged as WDUJHW value in the case of small proteins.
As expected, the best fitting is obtained referring only to the backbone and the results are slightly
worse including the side groups, which in our strategy are explicited only in the optimization step.
From the predictive viewpoint, the best fittings are associated to the lower values of the gyration
radius, as shown Fig. 10. The fulfillment of this condition, in the absence of the known native
structure, could be used as a necessary requirement in the selection of the more likely tertiary
structure.
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In all cases the fluctuating, damped trend and the final convergence of 'HH and 1F as a function of
the annealing iteration 1L confirms the correctness of the simulated annealing.
We observe that the renormalization step is correctly performed: the reticular dilated structure does
not show evident overlapping between the side groups, and the solvation at this stage seems
efficient. Nevertheless, in the subsequent partial optimization step, while the protein chain
efficiently relaxes, often assuming a similar shape with respect to the native one, the solvation
shells do not always occupy the space in an optimal way.
The plots in which the calculated structures are overlapped in an optimal way with the native one,
confirm, in the best cases, the quality of the obtained result. The global protein conformation is well
reproduced. The conflicting aspects are associated to the scarcity of the calculated secondary
structures (D-helices) and to the end portion orientation.
It is interesting to note that the final optimization step refines the HP structures, keeping their
essential features. This suggests the importance to improve the PROTEO performance including
explicitly the driving force of the protein chain to form D-helices.




Table I The $QQHDOLQJ results are summarized I-XIV for S. The distances and the UPVG of the
ILWWLQJ with the experimental S structure are expressed in Å. The temperature 7F, the number of
Monte Carlo conformations and the glycine hydrophobic or polar character is varied in the
calculations. The reported results are referred to the partially optimized structures in HYPERCHEM in
the presence of two water molecule solvation shells added by HP-PDB.
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Dee

Nc

Ni

Ni

Fig. 5a The HQGWRHQG distance 'HH as
function of the DQQHDOLQJ iteration 1L for
KS9,,

Fig. 5b The contact number 1F as a
function of the DQQHDOLQJ iteration 1L for
KS 9,,

Fig. 6 The P73 KS9,, structure with glycine
as a polar residue (blue).

Fig. 7 The KS 9,, renormalized structure of
Fig. 6. Two solvation water molecule shells
are included.
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Fig. 8 The optimized KS9,, structure obtained starting from the renormalized structure of Fig. 7
(right) compared with the corresponding experimental structure (left).

Rmsd = 6.74 Å

Fig. 9 )LWWLQJ of the KS 9,, calculated structure (yellow) with the p73 cristallographic
structure (blue).
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Fig. 10 5J and 'HH vs. UPVG, from the data of Table I. The fitting is performed for 5J values.

The structure corresponding to the best case, hp VII, has been fully optimized through AMBER in
solution (Fig. 11) using a box of water molecules and applying the boundary periodic conditions:
,QVROXWLRQRSWLPL]HGVWUXFWXUH
In solution p73

5PVG EDFNERQHDOODWRPV 
6,94/9,07 Å

Then, the heavy optimization in solution does not significantly change the fitting with the
experimental structure with respect to the simple partial optimizations (Fig. 12). The local
optimization, although essential, does not seem to be a crucial step of the procedure. In contrast, the
final result is strongly dependent upon the HP structure obtained by PROTEO, renormalized by HPPDB and lastly relaxed to the corresponding minimum energy conformation.
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Fig. 11 p73 optimized by AMBER in a box of about 3500 water molecules applying the periodic
boundary conditions starting from KS9,,.

Fig. 12a S structure of Fig. 11 neglecting
the water molecules.

Fig. 12b S fitting of Fig. 12 with the
experimental structure (red)
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The outcome of the 5)3 strategy can represent an ideal starting point for Molecular Dynamics
Simulations of folded proteins. So, a preliminary short but significant aqueous solution simulations
of 100 ps was performed starting from the optimized structure of Fig. 11.

Abl oncoprotein folding
In the oncoprotein structural analysis, we have chosen the 6K6K domain of the human
fusion protein tyrosine-kinase %FU$EO (2ABL in PDB, which for the sake of brevity we will call as
$EO) with 163 residues and a complex tertiary structure characterized by D-helices and E-sheets. The
CASP meetings indicate that the absolute accuracy in all the DE LQLWLR methods is still low in
comparison to the resolution of the experimental structure, estimating, for the &D, UPVG> 10 A. In
such a way the of the strategy of the 5HQRUPDOL]HG3URWHLQ)ROGLQJ can be severely tested. The $EO
tertiary structure is reported in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13 Abl crystallographic structure (2ABL) where the 3 Dhelices, the ȕ-sheets are
evidenced.

As for S glycine has been alternatively considered H or P. In the first case the H residues are 47,
in the second 61. As previously, PROTEO produces correctly micellar, compact and globular
structures. The used calculation conditions are similar to those used previously, although in this
case the required computing resources are more severe. 9 accurate simulated annealing have been
performed, in which 1L=3,219 Monte Carlo Simulations at lower and lower temperature have been
conduced. In one case, the annealing IX, a longer simulations of one order magnitude has been
carried out, with 1L = 32,184 iterations and D= 0.99995.
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The critical parameters 7F and 10& have been accurately varied. We observe that, higher the
temperature 7F, larger the number of generated 10& and more accurate and heavier the simulations.
As we will see, it is significant that the better folding are obtained in the more severe calculation
conditions.
The contact number 1F, the end-to-end distance 'HH and the gyration 5J have been used as the
system descriptors. The KS and PLQKS structures have been produced and renormalized by HP-PDB.
For the optimization step through HYPERCHEM, the structure solvated by a shell of hydration waters
has been prepared. The fitting of the calculated structure with the experimental one has been
performed and UPVGcalculated as accuracy indices. The best case has been refined by AMBER.
As it can be inferred from Table II and Figs. 14-18 practically in all cases we obtain reasonably
low, lower than 20 Å, UPVG, and the best result gave the value 14.5 Å, which is in agreement with
the optimal DELQLWLR results known in the literature for KDUGWDUJHWVwith comparable size having a
UPVG for CD>10 Å.
The 'HH and 1F plots as a function of the sampled 1V 1L 10& show the correctness and the
convergence of the simulated annealing. It is possible to observe the fluctuations towards the
minimum energy PLQKS structures, which often show a better agreement than the final annealing
structures. This suggests that improving the calculation conditions, as the sampling efficiency
towards the low temperatures, it would be possible to obtain even more significant final structures.
It is interesting to observe that the optimal HP structures keep, according to the meaning of the
developed strategy, their global shape through the renormalization step and the subsequent
relaxation. In fact, the final optimization step is local-like and must improve without altering the
previous coarse-grained global optimization result.
The water molecule coordination in the partial optimization step, seems to be open to improvement.
Nevertheless, this problem is solved in the final step of optimization in aqueous solution.

Table II The $EO$QQHDOLQJ I-IX results are summarized. The distances and the UPVG of the ILWWLQJ
with the experimental 2ABL experimental structure, are expressed in Å. The temperature 7F, the
Monte Carlo conformation number and the glycine hydrophobic or polar character are varied in the
calculations. The reported results are referred to partially optimized structures in HYPERCHEM in the
presence of two solvation water molecule shells added by HP-PDB.
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Fig. 14a The end-to-end distance 'HHas a
function of the sampled conformations
1V 1L10& for KS,;.

Fig. 14b The contact number 1F as a
function of the sampled conformations
1Vfor KS ,;.

Fig. 15 The $EO KS ,; structure with 163
residues, with glycine as polar residue (blue).

Fig. 16 The KS ,; renormalized structure
obtained starting from the HP structure of
Fig. 15. A solvation water molecule shell is
included.
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Fig. 17a The KS ,; partially optimized
structure obtained starting from the
renormalized structure of Fig. 16.

Fig. 17b The partially optimized structure of
Fig. 17a in the coil representation, neglecting
the water molecules.

rmsd= 14.47 Å

Fig. 18 The $EO optimized KS ,; structure obtained starting from the renormalized structure of
Fig. 16 (right) compared with the corresponding experimental structure (left).
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As previously, although a good agreement is obtained, the result is affected by the scarcity of
secondary structures. This behavior depends upon the difficulty of the HP models of developing
secondary structures. In fact, the hydrophobic GULYLQJ IRUFH, at the basis of such models, which
generates best packing micellar structures, it is not sufficient to make the secondary structures,
deriving, in contrast, from the contribution of specific forces of hydrogen bond (and disulfur bond),
which are not taken into account by the method. Therefore it needs that a suitable strategy is
developed, to induce the formation of the secondary structures in the HP models: embryo structures
would be subsequently refined in the renormalization and relaxation steps.
Lastly, the fully solvated structure corresponding to the best case, KS ,;, has been optimized in
aqueous solution through AMBER using a water molecule box and applying the boundary periodic
conditions (Fig. 19):
)XOO\VROYDWHGVWUXFWXUH
Abl LQVROXWLRQ

5PVG EDFNERQHDOODWRPV
15,16/15,61 Å

Then, the heavy full optimizations do not improve the fitting with the experimental structure (Fig.
20, 21), with respect to the simple partial optimizations. The relaxation in solution, although
determines a globally similar structure with respect to the experimental one, it is not able to
evidence the correct secondary structures. Again, the final result is strongly affected by the HP
structure obtained by PROTEO and renormalized through HP-PDB and induces to further develop
those techniques.

Fig. 19 $EO optimized through AMBER in a box of about 7500 water molecules, applying the
boundary periodic conditions, starting from KS9,,in the ULEERQ and VWLFNV representation.
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Fig. 20 The $EO structure of Fig. 19
neglecting the water molecules.

Fig. 21 $EO ILWWLQJ of Fig. 20 with the
experimental structure (red).

Also for $EO, a preliminary Molecular Dynamics Simulations of 50 ps was performed.

4 CONCLUSIONS
The Nobel Prize for Chemistry has been assigned in 2004 to Ciechanover, Hershko e Rose in
understanding the ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis. This small 76 aminoacid protein, complexing to
structurally altered enzymes, allows their degradation via the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway,
performing a key role in the cellular regulation and, in the opposite case, in the cancerogenesis.
Today the cancer macromolecular basis is well documented and the action mechanism of the
involved proteins begins to outline. In general, the mutations in the genes that codify for
oncoproteins and oncosuppressors express mutant proteins with structural-dynamic aberrations and
functional alterations. In this framework, the study of SURWHLQ IROGLQJ process and behavior of
cancerogenesis folded proteins plays a crucial role.
Unfortunately the SURWHLQ IROGLQJ problem is still far from having found a definitive solution. A
number
of
approachs
do
exist
and
even
the
biennal
CASP
meetings
(http://predictioncenter.llnl.gov/) in which different predictive methods compete on always new
protein sets. The elaborated methods go from the maximum empirism, the tertiary structure is
obtained by the comparison with known structure and similar sequence proteins with respect to the
protein of interest, to the maximum theory, considering DE LQLWLR the system physical-chemistry.
The second genetic codex problem is not dissimilar from the cryptographic analysis problem: from
the coded message (the primary structure) we have to arrive the key to obtain the clear message (the
tertiary structure).
The developed procedure, combining the global optimization techniques of simplified systems and
the local optimization ones of elaborated models, does not suffer of the typical limits of the
Molecular Dynamics Simulations, that can simulate times that are shorter of many orders of
magnitude than those typical of the phenomenology (0.1-1000 s), even using techniques of
distributed calculation (1 Ps) (folding@home).
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The adopted renormalized procedure that allows the transformation from the large to the small scale
works correctly. The structures generated from the simplified models have been essentially kept and
relaxed during the following Molecular Modeling step. The final and heavy step of full optimization
of the produced structures did not modify the picture emerged from the preliminary partial
optimizations.
The Monte Carlo-Simulated Annealing of HP models produces the expected micellar structures,
with polar surface and hydrophobic core, with a compact and globular shape.
The RPF strategy arrives at least similar performance to those obtainable through ab-initio
approaches as far as the fitting with the native structure is concerned: UPVG of about 6 A for S
and about 14 A for $EO.
The agreement for the global structural parameters such as the gyration radius, between the
simulated structure and the experimental one, is very good.
In perspective, the development is in progress of PRGLILHG+3PRGHOV, able to produce at a coarse
grained level the secondary structures, that can be refined in the subsequent procedure steps, and
long Molecular Dynamics Simulations, starting from the generated optimal structures.
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